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[Write your answers in the question paper itself. Be brief and precise. Answer all questions.]

1. (a) Design a PDA withonly one state to accept the following language: (8)

L1 = {α ∈ {a, b}∗ | #a(α) 6 #b(α)}

Solution Let α ∈ L1 containm a’s. The number ofb’s in α would bem + n for somen > 0. The PDA matchesm
a’s againstm b’s, and ignores the remainingn b’s. However,m,n are not known a priori, so the machines
guesses them non-deterministically. This means that it makes a non-deterministic decision whether someb is
to be matched against ana or it would be ignored. Since the PDA has only one state, it would accept by empty
stack. We will letS denote the bottom marker for the stack. When the entire stringis read from the input,
the bottom marker should be exposed. It is then popped out, and the machine accepts. We use two other stack
symbolsA andB to indicate the excess ofa’s andb’s (respectively) read so far. The PDA has the following
transitions:

a, S/AS ( All a’s must be matched, so pushA’s )
a, A/AA ( whenever there are not surplusb’s so far)
a, B/ǫ ( Onea matched with an earlierb )
b, S/BS ( This b is to be matched with ana )
b, B/BB ( This b is to be matched )
b, A/ǫ ( This b is to be matched )
b, S/S ( This b is not matched )
b, B/B ( This b is not matched )
b, A/A ( This b is not matched )
ǫ, S/ǫ ( The last move to empty the stack )

(b) Convert the PDA of Part (a) to an equivalent CFG. (4)

Solution The above transitions can be mechanically converted to the following productions. Here,S is the start symbol.

S → aAS | bBS | bS | ǫ

A → aAA | b | bA

B → a | bBB | aB
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2. Design a total Turing machine to accept the following language:

L2 = {α ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | #a(α) 6 #b(α) 6 #c(α)}

Briefly describe the working of the machine (how the head moves and rewrites tape cells). You may use the
examplecbcabbcac for illustration. (8)

Solution The Turing machineM that we are going to design makes a to-and-fro motion along the tape, and erases
matchinga’s with b’s andc’s, and then erases matchingb’s with c’s. First, the machine puts a right end-marker
−| at the end of the input. It then goes to the left end-marker|−, and makes a first forward pass. It then moves
forward until it finds ana or encounters−|. If an a is found, the head moves back to the leftmost cell, and in
one (or two) forward movements attempts to erase oneb and onec. If the attempt is unsuccessful, there are
morea’s thanb’s or c’s, soM rejects (and halts). If alla’s are successfully erased, then a pass is used to erase
oneb followed by another pass for erasing onec. If at some point ab is found but noc is left, the input contains
moreb’s thanc’s. M rejects and halts in that case. However, if allb’s are successfully erased,M accepts and
halts. The tape content after the different passes for the input cbcabbcac is shown below.

Initially |− c b c a b b c a c All the remaining tape cells are blank

After Pass 1 |− c b c a b b c a c −| The right end-marker is placed

After Pass 2 |− c b c b b c a c −| Onea is erased

After Pass 3 |− c b b c a c −| Oneb and onec are erased

After Pass 4 |− c b b c c −| Onea is erased

After Pass 5 |− b c c −| Oneb and onec are erased

After Pass 6 |− b c c −| No morea found

After Pass 7 |− c c −| Oneb erased

After Pass 7 |− c −| Onec erased

After Pass 7 |− c −| No b found. Accept and halt.
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